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VOLUME XXXV. No. 26

S.A.E. and Sigma Nu Abolish Hell Week
Applicants for Degrees

!Band Will Play
In Nine Montana

Total 199 as Business

Cities on Tour

School Leads W ith
On State Jaunt

Mansfield, Graduation Committe Seceretary, Announces The Grizzly band will present con
certs in nine Montana cities during
Names; Law, English, Forestry, Economics-Sociology
March if satisfactory arrangements
Departments Have Many Petitioners
can be made in these communities.
One hundred and ninety-nine students have placed applications for
degrees to be granted at the end of the spring quarter, Michael Mans
field, secretary of the committee on admission and graduation, has
announced. Mansfield pointed out that it is possible that the number

Approximately 35 band members in
addition to Stanley Teel, director, and
Les Smith, associate director, will
make the state tour in a chartered
bus. The final selection of members
will be made later in the quarter.
In May, 1934, the state university
band was Invited to play at the Miles
City Jubilee and 34 members made the
trip while last spring a university
road show toured the state and met
with great success. As a result of
the numerous favorable comments
made upon the two organizations a
state banB tour has been strongly ad
vocated to promote Interest in the
university.
Public service organizations have
been contacted in all of the larger
cities of the state and Stanley Koch,
publicity agent for the band’s tour,
is making final arrangements. He
will travel to Helena, Great Falls,
Lewlstown, Billings, Bozeman, Butte,
Dillon, Kalispell and Whiteflsh to set
the dates for the organization’s ap
pearances in those cities.

Independents
Will Consider
Council Plan

Second Student
Singing Contest
Starts Saturday

Contestants Will - Begin Competition
Between Halves of GrizzlyOredigger Game
W ill Meet Tonight in Union

Building; Launch Sale
Of Activity Tickets

The 1936 A S. U. M. singing contest
will start Saturday night between the
halves of the Grlzzly-Oredlgger game.
Plans are going ahead for the tra
dition which is now in its second year
under the direction of Jo Marsh, A. S.
U. M. secretary, and Betty Ann Polleys, A. S. U. M. vice-president.
Alpha Chi, Alpha Delta Pi and
Alpha Phi will be the first contestants
for this year. Three fraternities will
sing at the following game.
It was announced yesterday that be
cause of the limited time during the
half-period, any contestants that are
not at the gym before the end of the
first half will he dropped from the
Cbntest.

Discussion and possible action on
the proposed student-faculty council
will be the main features of the Inde
pendent mass meeting in the Student
Union building tonight: The time for
the meeting has been moved from
7:30 to 7:15 o’clock to avoid a con
flict with Professor E. L. Freeman’s
lecture. This will be the first mass
meeting of the quarter and a large
crowd is expected to attend since an
Interesting program has been ar
ranged.
At this time the Independents will
discuss the possibility of securing a
block 'of seats for Varsity Vodvil and
launch the winter quarter activity
ticket sale. The activity tickets per
mit non-fraternity students to attend
all functions given by the Independ
ents during the quarter. The cam
paign will be started tonight and car
ried on vigorously for two weeks. The
first Independent dance will be held
February 16 $nd further social activ
ities will be planned tonight.
The musical entertainment for the Assistant PW A Head Tells
program will consist of a piano duet
Authorities Funds May
by Les Smith and Milt Anderson.
Be Available

Two Fraternities V oid
Famed Greek Custom
In Simultaneous Move
Chapters Try Modification, Decide to Annul Tradition;
Groups Are First on Campus to Take Step; Societies
Adopt Suggestion of National Conference
Simultaneously last night two fraternities on the campus abolished
hell week. Sigma Nu and Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the former chartered
here in 1905— oldest social group on the campus— and the later char
tered in 1927, announced that they had done away with a custom

who receive their degrees will b e ^
^w hich has prevailed on campuses
smaller if the required work is not
throughout the nation. They are the
completed by these men and women.
first fraternities on the campus to
The business administration school
take this action.
leads the number of prospective grad
The movement came as a surprise
uates with 34. The law school is next
when both fraternities told Kaimin
with 20, followed by the English de
reporters that at active meetings at
partment with 18, journalism school
both houses, resolutions abolishing
17, economics and sociology 14 and
hell week had been passed. Both fra
the forestry school, history depart
ternities are on record nationally as
ment, and pharmacy department with Abolition o f Beauty Contest
W ill Trace Man’s Growing opposed to the movement.
11 each. Nine students have applied
Returns Support
Sigma Nu fraternity started its dis
Determination to Get
for degrees in home economics, 8 in
cussion last week, and as a result a
Of Greeks
music; biology, 8; fine arts, 7; chem
Rid o f War
modified forih of hell week was in
istry, 6; education, 5; mathematics, 5;
stituted. Pledges were given regular
Spanish, 4; Latin, 3; geology, 3; pre Fraternities and sororities will re
Discussing the subject, “The Paci study hours and sleep, and the greater
medics, 3; psychology, 3; botany, 2; enter their acts in Varsity Vodvil, ac
fist Faces Economics,” Professor Ed part of time was spent In so-called
French, 2; physics and library econ cording to word received from Intermund L. Freeman of the English “constructive practices." At the meet
Greek groups following the with
omy, 1 each.
ing Monday, however, the chapter de
department, tonight at 8 o’clock in
drawal of the Campus Queen contest
List of Applicants
cided to do away with the custom al
Main hall auditorium, will trace the together.
Following is a list of the students by Jocko Shenk.
All Greek acts were withdrawn
who hare made applications for de
story of man's growing determination
In preparation for the Sigma Nu
grees. This does not include those from the production last Thursday
to get rid of war. This will be the' discussion, the Sigma Nu Alumni as
persons who are applying tor the uni after the management had refused to Billings to Hear
Horatio B. Hackett, assistant ad second of the lectures sponsored by sociation, meeting last Thursday, de
Kappa Tau Plans
versity certificate of qualification to abandon plans for the contest. The
ministrator for the Public Works ad
cided to recommend to the chapter
the public exercises committee.
Simmons Lecture
fraternities followed the action of the
teach:
ministration, has assured authorities
abolishment of the custom which has
Monthly Meetings, here and also Senator B. K. Wheeler Professor Freeman will describe | preyalled intermittently during the
Doris Eleanore Albert, Kalispell, sororities as a support measure.
that the journalism and^ chemistry- several of the conflicting ideas of the paat 31 year3 in the locaI chapter,
business administration; Nat A. Allen, A. S. U. M. president, James Meyers, President Is to Address Service Clubs
Quarterly Pledging pharmacy projects would be examined way to peace that are agitating the sigma Alpha Epsilon, although havRoundup, law; Aileen Ambrose, Mis who had previously expressed his
Next Thursday
immediately upon their arrival in modern pacifist’s mind. The current ing made n0 concerted actlon t0 aboi.
soula, home economics; Leif J. Ander fears for the success of the show if
world troubles are focussing attention lsh hell weeki has c o n f i n i n g ae
sen, Dillon, forestry; Milton Gerald Shenk refused to concede to Pan- Hel President George Finlay Simmons Honorary Scholarship Society Will Washington, D. C.
lenic
council’s
demands
stated,
“Now
Montana dcckets for the buildings on the economic factors which cause tivitles to the chapter house for the
Hold Formal Initiation, Dinner ~
Anderson, Rhame, North Dakota, law;
will give his lecture on “Glands and
left the Helena PWA office last Tues war. More than ever before, the pub- lagt {our years> wlth t te eIceptloI1 of
During Spring Term
Stephen J. Angland, Great Falls, law; that the question of the beauty queen Personality" at a joint luncheon of
lie is realizing that the problem of one nlght durlng the w e e t Twelve
day by airmail.
Dorothea Wllletta Appelquist, Bonner, has been settled I hope that all groups the Billings Lions, Klwanis and Ro
concerned
can-co-operate
toward
mak
Although there are no fnnds avail war Is closely bound up with the new initiates who had undergone the
New members will be taken into
business administration; Mary Eliza
tary clubs, Thursday noon, January
beth Anbury, Bozeman, economics and ing Varsity Vodvil go over as big as 23. In the afternoon of the same day, Kappa Tau, scholarship fraternity, able for the projects now it is ex economic resources and forms of so- (1936 hell week voted lu favor of abo
ciety in the various countries of the lition, but the main advocates of the
sociology; Elizabeth Joan Rodgers At was originally planned.”
President Simmons will lecture to the each quarter instead of at the end of pected that before the end of the
move were the senior members of the
Wyman Zachary, president of Inter- Eastern Normal school upon “A Wind the year, members of the group de month there will be an additional al world.
water, Basin, English; Carroll Ayers,
Professor Freeman will point out group. Faculty alumni and other local
Ismay, economics and sociology; Ed fraternity council, announced yester jammer Voyage to Treasure Island." cided at their meeting Thursday eve location because of the fact that some
ward Bailey, Havre, history; Jake day that the fraternities would re Later he will attend a faculty tea. In ning. Requirements for membership previously approved projects will that the World war was so Involved alumni were present at the meeting
and huge In scale, and people, were and Instrumental in the move.
Baker, Manhattan, pharmacy; Robert enter their acts in the show. He stated the evening he will talk on educa are 103 credits, an index of 2.1 and have been cancelled.
Caldwell Bates, Great Falls, econom that, with the dispute settled “the tional problems at a meeting of the junior standing. Selection will be Several days before the dockets so emotionally concerned that not Nationally both fraternities are on
made during the fourth week of each were sent a special finance officer until now are they beginning to real record as opposed to hell week.
ics adn sociology; .Audrey Claire Beal, management of Varsity Vodvil may be university alumni.
from Salt Lake City arrived in Helena ize what a number of Individuals of George Kimball, founder of the Na
Anaconda, music; Marie C. Benson, assured that all fraternities will wel
On January 24, President Simmons quarter.
The action was taken by the group to hasten the work. Legal, financial Insight then realized about the play tional Interfraternity conference and
Rosebud, home economics; Alice come any opportunity they may have will give his lecture “A Windjammer
Elenora Berland, Brady, business ad of making it the best show of its Voyage to Treasure Island” at the because many students not In attend and engineering details received ap of economic Interests and policies lu a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
causing that war. Today the earth has long been an outstanding leader
ance during the spring are eligible for proval of the state office.
kind that has been put on thus far.” Billings Polytechnic Institute.
ministration.
Is still distressingly Involved In the In the Greek world toward the aboli
Billings is the third pity which the local honorary society but are not Hackett will submit the PWA pro
Edson Gaylord Black, Butte, busi
economic consequences of the World tion of the custom, while Charles Ed
President Simmons will visit in de taken In because there Is only one jects to the National Emergency coun
ness administration; William Joseph
WEATHER FORECAST
cil, which places its approval upon war, and with the new Italo-Ethiopian ward Thomas, editor of Sigma Nu
selection
during
the
year.
The
regis
livering a series of lectures through
Blaskovich, Anaconda, business ad
trar's office has agreed to compile a the final list that goes to President war being produced on a small scale, Delta, and Malcolm C. Sewell, general
out the state.
ministration; Henry A Bias tic, Chi
(U. S. Weather Bureau)
Franklin D. Roosevelt for his consid at a distance from the United States, secretary of Sigma Nu, the former
quarterly list of eligible students.
cago, Illinois, journalism; Virginia
Unsettled tonight and Wednes
the American people are rapidly using j secretary of the editors’ group of the
The group will meet once a month, eration.
Alpha Chi Omega announces the
Elizabeth Bode, Butte, physical edu
day; not mnch change In tem
their advantageous position to under- National Interfraternity conference
pledging of Joyce Mlchols, Whiteflsh. while formal Initiation and the yearly
cation; Lena A. Bravo, Sand Coulee, perature.
GRAD
IN
NEW
YORK
stand the modern idea of the .economic and the latter secretary of the secrebanquet will be held for all members
mathematics; Robert William Breen,
determination of war.
trales’ group in the same association,
taken
In
during
the
year,
after
the
Butte, physical education; Richard
Martha Averill, '38, is attending a
On Tuesday, January 28, Dr. Robert | are leaders lu the preseut-day fight
announcement of the spring Initiates
Francis Brewster, Harlowton, chem
L.
Housman
of
the
Journalism
school
1
toward
abolition,
school
for
librarians
in
Brooklyn,
has been made.
istry; Tom E. Brlerley, Missoula, for
The simultaneous movements last
Members of the group are Robert New York. The school is unusual in will lecture on “The American Press
estry; Florence Ann Brlnton, Fort
1
night were the first inkling on the
Bates, Great Falls; Bill Browning, that it does not require meticulous and Its Readers.”
Peck, English; Margaret Ann Brome,
There Is no admission charge for campus that the fraternities were
Belt, president; Alice Berland, Brady; study in library methods but stresses
Butte, botany; Lois Genevieve Brown,
Olaf Bredeeon, Inga; Maro Butchard, a general knowledge of fine arts, the lectures, and the public is invited [seriously discussing the question of
Cascade, business administration;
to attend.
doing away with the old custom. Only
Fifteen-Year-Old Master o f Bow Is to Inaugurate 1936 Missoula; William Glltner, Billings; music and the theater.
Charles Gordon Buck, Stevensvllle,
one other fraternity in the state—and
Wood Goble, S t Ignatius; Jane Guth
Community Concert Association Series; Students
business administration; Thelma Viv
that one at the state college—has
rie, Choteau; Mildred Lewis, Brady;
ian Buck, Kalispell, mathematics;
May Obtain Tickets Today
abandoned hell week, although the
Joseph McDowell, Deer Lodge; Rob
John Mason Buckhous, S t Ignatius,
same movement has been made In sev
ert Ruehrwein, Billings; Elizabeth
forestry; Floyd Marvin Burg, Butte,
eral Wyoming and. other western
Schubert,
Great
Falls,
vice-president;
Ruggiero Ricci, 15-year-old concert violinist, to be presented by
pre-medics; Elizabeth M. Byrne, Nim
school8.
Theodore Shoemaker, Missoula, secre
rod, French; Harriet Calhoun, Liv the Community Concert association Thursday, January 23, is undoubt
Two weeks ago the University of
tary-treasurer; Fern Spicher, Ilingingston, music; George F. Christen edly one of the most famous boy musicians of today. He is no longer
ham; Mildred Spoklle, Westby; Terril
sen, Pomeroy, Washington, forestry; a prodigy, but takes rank as an artist with the outstanding virtuosi of
First All-School Mixer Scheduled for Tuesday Afternoon, I
2
£
£
Stevens, Missoula, and Frank Wlllig,
Mrs. Gladys Reed Christensen, Mis
January 2 8 ; Members of Various Campus Bands
Ithroughout the land have forced frathe day. He holds his audiences spell-'' ning Times sums up the measure of Missoula.
soula, fine arts; Marie G. Christian,
bound, not alone by the marvels of his
To Provide Music; Admission 15 Cents
|temittes to give up the practice.
Butte, home economics; Lois Fern brilliant and astounding technic, but this boy’s artistry when he writes,
Clark, Antelope, home economics; by the poetry and unerring beauty of “After the first few minutes we cease Greek Council Discusses
Myrah Clarkson, Buffalo, South Da his Interpretations. He Is the supreme wondering how a child could accom
Matinee dances in the gold room of the Student Union building will Grizzly Hoopsters
New Board Members
plish such a miracle and surrender
kota, history.
artist—one does not regard him as a ourselves to the music itself.”
begin next Tuesday afternoon, January 28. These mixers, sponsored
Clifford to Hays
Swamp Poly Five
mere youngster.
Interfraternity council met Sunday by the Montana Student Union, will be given once a week during the
Students may attend this concert by
Leslie Forbes Clifford, Kalispell,
------- Ruggiero Is ■'slight of build, his dark obtaining concert tickets on presenta afternoon with Bill Browning, presi rest of the school year if they prove successful. In order that all stueconomics and sociology; Dorothy eyes and olive skin proclaiming his tion of their A S. U. M. tickets start dent of the Independent council, to
Montana State University Grizzlies
dents may have an opportunity to a t- f -------------------------------------------------Mae Clinger, Missoula, fine arts; John Italian parentage. But the boy was ing today. The ticket exchange will discuss plans for sending representa
1Is to provide a good form of enter swept to their fourth consecutive bas
s M. Comfort, Twin Bridges, law; Ervin born in San Francisco, within a continue at the Student Union theater tiv es to Central board from the two tend, the mixers will be held alter tainment for the students, rather than ketball victory last night, overwhelmR'. Cornwell, Lodge Grass, English; stone's throw of the Presidio. He pre until 6 o'clock the day of the concert. Greek groups and the Independent nately on Tuesdays and Wednesdays to make a profit Admission will be Iing the Billings Polytechnic Institute
Elbert Hubbard Cosman, Missoula, fers to call himself one hundred per
from 4 until 6 o’clock. Music will he 15 cents. If the number of students Crusaders, 65 to 40. Bob “Cat” Thom
The concert Is first of a series men and women.
economics and sociology and business cent American, and would be called which students may attend without
After much discussion Interfra furnished by five members of various who attend is large enough the price son, former Anaconda Copperhead
administration; Cale J. Crowley. Roger Instead of Ruggiero.
ace, led all scorers with a total of 23
charge. Other presentations on the ternity members decided that it was campus orchestras, including Nat Al will be reduced.
Butte, law and geology; John Robert
This type of mixer has been suc points, followed closely by his run
For layman and musician alike a outside entertainment comimttee’s inadvisable. No definite action was len’s, Les Smith’s and Milt Ander
Dahlln, Great Falls, business adminis Ricci concert promises a thrilling ex schedule are: Ethel Bartlett and Rae taken.
cessful at the University of California ning mate, Hank Blastic, with 17.
son's musicians.
tration; Russell D. Daigle, Missoula, perience. If the former finds In his Robertson In a piano recital In Febru
The plan was originated last fall at Los Angeles, the University of Ore The Grizzlies were too fast and
journalism; Eugene Charles Davis, playing a stimulus to his imagination ary; Carola Goya, Spanish dancer, in
Dean Freeman Daughters of the when the Student Union executive gon and many other large universities shifty and displayed too much scoring
Missoula, chemistry; Mary Helen and an escape from the commonplace, Match; Charles Hackett, tenor, and education school received an invita committee asked the various organiza- and colleges throughout the country punch for the Crusaders. The score
Decker, Missoula, English; Arthur R. the musician Is equally thrilled as he Agnes Davis, soprano, In April, and tion to speak at the Stevensville com | lions on the cmapus to submit ideas which have Union buildings. Since iat half time was 29 to 21 in favor of
Deschamps, Jr., Missoula, business listens to the Inspired music, the one presentation yet to be selected. munity get-tofeether banquet at the Ifor entertainment in the Union build- the increase in enrollment here, it is | (he university and the Poly players
administration; Ralph ' Wayne Dilts, sheer wlzardy of his bravura playing, All the concerts are under the aus community hall, Tuesday evening. j ing. The majority of the groups ex- expected that the matinee dances will [were unable to close the gap in the
Miles City, history; Henry H. Dion, the beauty of his tone, the authority pices of the Community Concert as Dean Daughters probably will talk !pressed the desire for matinee dances. be successful. Students will have an second half despite the eviction of
Glendive, business administration;
sociation of Missoula and the outside about school administration and man No one organization will be allowed opportunity to become acquainted Thomson, Blastic .and Chumrau on
of bis Interpretation.
Louts Patrick Donovan, Jr., Shelby,
agement.
personal fouls.
I to sponsor the dances, as the purpose with each other in this way.
Ralph Holmes of the Detroit Eve entertainment committee.

Varsity Vodvil
Will Continue
As Scheduled

E. L. Freeman
Speaks Tonight
In Main H all

NEC to View
Project Bids,
Hackett Says

Ruggerio Ricci, Violin Prodigy,
Will Be Presented Thursday

Students to Sponsor Weekly
Union Building Matinee Dances

(Oeatlawi on P in Tour)
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Tuesday, January 21, 1936
7 tnond,

Indiana; Robert Severance,
Great Falls; W a l t e r Zimmerman,
Whiting, Indiana; Emerson Miller,
Missoula; John Davis, Hamilton; Nor
man Hansen, Missoula, and Clayton'
Published semi-weekly during- the school year by the Associated Students of
Olson, Gardiner. The initiates were
Montana State University.
ties at an informal tea Saturday after guests for dinner Saturday evening
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Member of the Major College Publications
We’ve
less
than
two
dozen
bids
to
I
’
“
'Bigger
and
better
than
ever'
Is
noon.
Mrs.
H.
T.
Wilkinson
and
Mrs.
and
Sunday.
Friday
sented by A. J. Norris Hill Company, Call Building, San Francisco; :
42nd St., New York City; 1081 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.;
Barristers' left," yesterday Dan Kelly, the by-word," said Nat Allen, chair- One-Act Plays ........... '...Student Union J. P. Rowe poured.
1004 2nd Ave„ Seattle; 86 E. Whacker Drive, Chicago, HI.
chalrman of the committee on ticket man’s assistant's assistant In charge Sigma Alpha Epsilon ....Dinner-Dance
Sunday dinner guests at the Kappa
Dormitories
sales to the annual Barlsters’ Ball to of ticket sales. “Dance and romance Alpha Phi .............
mder act of Congress,
cud-class matter
Formal Alpha Theta house were Mr. and Mrs.
Dorothy Dishman was a Saturday
be held January 31, In the gold room at this, the outstanding formal ball of
Saturday
Robert JoneB, Lois Dunn, Donald dinner guest of Virginia Barrett at
of the Student Union building, an- the year. Music by Les Smith, novelty Kappa Kappa G am m a........... Fireside
Subscription price, $2.60 per ;
Corbin hall.
More and Hal Hall.
nounced.
entertainment during intermissions Delta Delta Delta ................... Fireside
Ruth Baker was a dinner guest at
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
Sunday dinner guests at Corbin hall
“Tickets were limited to 150 this |'and Pun<*- Of course we’re sorry
the Kappa Alpha Theta house Satur were Lois Knauff, Lois Wohlwend,
year," continued Kelly, “and most of not to have J. Learned Brow with At the Sororities and Fraternities
day.
Katherine Thrailkill, Denise Flint,
this year, but he’s not quite him
them were sold the first week. Any
TOM WIGAL__________
Saturday dinner guests at the Kap Katherine Thrailkill was a guest at Jane Scott and Kathleen Holmes.
HAROLD STEARNS____
one planning to buy a bid should do self these days. He was buffeted
BILL GILTNER___
____ Associate Editor
the Kappa Alpha Theta house for din
HAROLD HALL__
___Business Manager
about some last year and report hath pa Kappa Gamma house were Mrs.
so this week.”
Hartley
Beary, Jean Fritz and Jessie ner Friday.
Fltzgerald-Demmg
This year's ball will be under the it he’s still ‘punch drunk’."
Monday night dinner guests at the
Walton.
Dr. and Mrs. William Fitzgerald an
surVeilance of A. Sourpuss, halfWink Avery, just a ticket seller,
Mrs. Murray Flint was a week-end Kappa Alpha Theta house were Mil nounce the marriage of their daugh
brother of last year's sponsor, J. said, “By far the best dance of the
guest of her daughter, Helen, at the dred McDonald, Helen Stewart and ter, Vivienne Claire, to Robert Demms
Progress Visits Montana Fraternities
Learned Brow, "Sourpuss," says Lee year will be held a week from Friday
Betty Sherman.
of Stamford, Connecticut. Mrs. Demms
Metcalf, assistant chairman in charge night when barristers and dates will Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
President and Mrs. George F. Sim was a student at the university two
Phrona Beagle and Jessie Walton
Nearly one hundred years ago the founders of our social fraternities
of ticket sales, “is not only a half- glide serenely between and around
mons
and
family
were
dinner
guests
were
Sunday
dinner
guests
at
the
years ago.
brought to life the Greek-Ietter groups and dedicated them to the col brother. He’s a half-breed, too. When the Btumbling-blocks In the Student
at the Sigma Chi house Sunday.
lege man for his mental, physical, spiritual and social advancement. 'Pussy,' as we call him, was a young Union building. And all this slush Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
Mrs. Paul Flint, Helena, was a Fri Joe Davis, Wolf Creek; Tony Geis,
Rand-Grlfflth
Those small groups which met in darkened rooms to draw up the feller here in the law school, he was about J. Learned Brow. Good old day dinner guest of her daughter, Great Falls, and Frank Campbell,
Kaye Rand and Jack Griffith, for
idealistic statements of aims and wrote their first minutes by the weak, experimenting with some beans and Sourpuss. I doubt the veracity of that Denise, at the Delta Gamma house.
Helena, were week-end guests at the
mer state university students, were
now he can only breathe through one half-brother business. If anybody’s
flickering light of a candle did not conceive the idea of a Hell-Week.
Marian Wilcox was a dinner guest Sigma Chi house.
married late Saturday at the home of
side of his nose."
a half-brother it’s Brow.”
Gladys Larson, Helena, was a week
at the Delta Gamma house on Satur
Nor would they have countenanced such a thought had it been sug
the bride in Butte. Mrs. Griffith, a
end guest at the Sigma Kappa house.
day.
member of Sigma Kappa sorority, was
gested. Along the line of so-called progress the fraternities went
Jean Simons was a Sunday dinner
Sunday dinner guests at the Delta
graduated
from the university last
astray their idealistic paths to swing into an orgy of inhuman stupid
Gamma house were Jane Bodine and guest at the Sigma Kappa house.
spring with a degree in Spanish. Mr.
ities, sponsoring the existance of a period of hazing, sometimes brutal,
buffet supper was held at the.
Marjorie Enstness.
Griffith was in attendance from 1931
sometimes comical, but never in keeping with the spirit of the high
Sigma Kappa announces the pledg chapter house Sunday night for Sigma to 1934. He is a member of Sigma Nu
PROPERTY OR PEACE?
countries. The Russian dictatorship ing of Fern Yost, Missoula.
Kappa actives and pledges.
principles upon which the fraternities had been founded.
fraternity.
is
set
forth
with
its
good
and
some
of
Iimllsford, Henry N.
Kappa Alpha Theta pledges enter Saturday dinner guests at the Sig
The couple are making their home
Even at the time the fraternity m ans creed was written, the con
its bad points. Then come the fascist tained the pledges of the other sorori- ma Kappa house were Audrey Lumbe
in Missoula.
duction of sessions, disgusting and degrading to “make a man a In his fantastic yet meaningful in countries, and anyone in England or
and Genevieve Hammer.
troduction Mr. Brailsford creates the America knows that Fascism is tyran
brother,” were rendering the fine words and high thought of that
Norma Oakland was a Sunday din
correct mood for the reader; our
Crandall-Traxler
As W e Like It
ner guest at the Alpha Phi house.
creed meaningless. One could not solemnly recite the words “I believe world of today is an absurdity, we ny of the worst kind, which Brails
Richard T railer, former state uni
ford points o u t I can't resist quoting
Dinner
guests at the Delta Delta
in the college fraternity, creator of men, builder of ideals . . . ” and are enabled almost to laugh at our
The latest presentation of the Uni
versity
student,
and Dorothy Crandall
here a sample of Mussolini’s Fascism,
grasp their true meaning when he was party to the most barbaric, selves, but not quite, because the he writes, “War alone brings up to its versity School of Music—the Sym Delta house Sunday were Jean Rom- of Yakima, Washington, were mar
undstead and Betty Frahm.
phony
orchestra
concert—succeeded
fault
lies
with
Wall
Street
and
Fifth
ried Thursday at Mr. Traxler’s home
stupid and out-moded product of the fraternity world.
highest tension all human energy and
Formal initiation was held Sunday
Avenue.
in pleasing not only the aesthetically
in Missoula. The couple left Sunday
puts the stamp of nobility upon the
Slowly the knowledge that Hell-Week was a worthless practice
minded, but those of us who find Sun at the Delta Sigma Lambda house for for Yakima where Mr. Traxler is em
We
are
celebrating
in
the
manner
peoples
who
have
the
courage
to
meet
began to seep through and the resentment and opposition, heretofore
Hallie Russell, Falrview; Paul Marsh
of primitive peoples our harvest i t ” If this is the alarming model for day afternoon studying sleep provok all, Libby, and John Ranney, San ployed with the Fuller Paint and
inarticulate as far as definite action was concerned, became a vocifer home. The ghosts of our ancestors
ing. Professor Weisberg for his com
Paper company.
fascism, socialism with its pacific
Diego, California.
pelling
direction
and
admirable
choice
ous protest, logical where it had before been only the “cry of cranks.” are invited, and as we know that our ■ideal is approached even by the de
Mr. Traxler was in attendance at
Gilbert Hilde was a Sunday dinner
of
the
program;
Andrew
Corry
for
his
Then we read the encouraging reports of colleges throughout the coun problem of production has been termined capitalist with comparative
the state university from 1932 to 1934.
enlightening explanations o f'th e se guest at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house. He is a member of the Sigma Nu
solved,
that
the
Brazilian
government
sympathy.
try which had seen the wise course, taken the step which every fra
Phi S i g m a Kappa entertained
lections, and Mary Vaughan, flutist;
ternity must take and relegated Hell-Week to its proper place, on the pours many bags of coffee into the The conversion of the reader’s point Leonard Weissman, French horn; pledges and alumni at a bob-sled party social fraternity.
Atlantic each year, that the English of view on this subject is only a part
held
Saturday afternoon..
shelf along with Godey’s magazine and the oil lamp.
papers trumpeted the glad news that of the book, which discusses the road Luella Head and Joy Gerharz, violin
James Love, Helena, was a dinner
ists, deserve the bouquets. It was a
in some of those colleges administrative orders were necessary to the cotton fields of the United States
to recovery, the League of Nations
guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa house
halt the practice, but especially praiseworthy were those who abolished would be cut by one-third in 1934, and and a plan for a Federation of Nations program replete with the old classical Sunday.
Hell-Week through the action of their individual chapters. In the west various other ingenious methods have which would allow disarmament, self- favorites most of us know; the sort
A R e a l D ru g S to r e
of symphonic music we all enjoy and
an isolated chapter at Wyoming took the first bold step last spring. been adopted for curbing our surplus determination of nationalities and appreciate. Music, we are convinced
S.A.E. Initiation
facilities for production, “We might," freedom of trade across frontiers
523 North Higgins
Southern California’s Interfratemity council saw the folly of the prac says Brailsford, “at our paradoxical
Sigma Alpha Epsilon held formal in
is intended primarily to be enjoyed
Then turning definitely to socialism
and the orchestra definitely succeeded itiation Sunday for Walter Jensen,
tice only this past fall and did away with it. The movement which harvest home . ■. . celebrate these
the author discusses the uses of em
had started so slowly gained impetus and month by month, week by phantom apples, this mermaid’s cof pire in a capitalist society and the in providing an altogether enjoyable Great Falls; Don Pay, Red Lodge;
week, others followed, the most notable recent example of which is fee, this cotton that shall not ripen benevolent empire of a socialist Btate hour. We are especially grateful for Thomas McCabe, Great Falls; Dale If your hair isn’t becoming to you,
in the sun and with them the dream finally, plans are outlined for the Mr. Curry’s brief introductions be Rankin, Missoula; Harold Wheat, Dil
you had better be coming to us.
the University of Washington with its-9,000 students.
cities that they might have built . . . erection of a socialist state in Great cause too often we must confess our Ion; Leslie Peters, Great Falls; Henry
TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Last night two Montana fraternities took that step toward which
Nor must we forget'in our satisfaction Britain.. They are Utopian plans and selves completely bored with excel Turner, Missoula; John Shotwell,
FRANK J. SPON, Ptop.
leaders in the Greek world have been fighting for several years. Blaz as we survey the fruits that we dis
lent music mainly because we do not Dixon; Andrew Mainland, Great Falls;
even the more practical parts are ad
Iflgglns Avenue at Broadway
ing the way as they have done the clear-sighted members of Sigma dain to eat and the palaces that we mittedly not for today. They are for comprehend the composer’s intention. Creswell Pigot, Roundup; Lee Slush—Journeymen—
Geo. W. Janke
Nu and Sigma Alpha Epsilon have proved themselves progressive, are too proud to inhabit to pay our a “society” contrasted with the an As the Individualselections im er, Billings, and James Higgs, Great Harry Edwards
pressed us:
Falls.
have assumed the leadership in one of the most significant things of meed of honor to the persons and in archy of today, and though the people
The
better
portions
of
the
opening
formal
breakfast
was
given
at
stitutions that restrain us from trans In it are recognizable as fallible
today’s college world. And what can those fraternity men who have
overture, Poet and Peasant by Suppe, the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house Sun
lating potential into actual wealth.
stubbornly maintained that Hell-Week would never go on the Montana Let us honor the ruler who contrives human beings, Brailsford is too op were so appealing as to render the day morning in honor of the new In
timistic. The man born into luxury
campus answer to the smashing votes with which those two houses that one ear of wheat shall grow does not enjoy his comfort and cul occasional outbursts of dissonance itiates. Guests at the breakfast were
blazoned their names on the tablets of the state university’s history by where two grew before. It is a feat ture' with a sense of shame because of between the violins and clarinets un Dr. Harry Turney-High, Dr. J. W.
important. The finale was excellently Severy, L. C. Ennis, Orin Cure and
being the first, the leaders of a movement destined to ultimately that demands from governments and the wretchedness of those who make
bankers, industrialists and dealers it possible. He believes it is his lot, done with the French horns and trom Oliver Ziebarth.
embrace every other chapter on the campus?
much concentrated thought, and this and he could not have lived the less. bones outstanding.
Haydn’s Andante from the Sixth
Sigma Nu Initiation
alone might not suffice, were it not He may be philanthropic and 'wish
for the churches that uphold the prev sincerely to alleviate the lot of the Symphony displayed thestrings at
sigma Nu held formal initiation
Peace in Terms o f Peace
alent conception of property. With masses, but his wish for them is not their best, tbe cellos and double bass Saturday night for Robert Vogel, Ham
Master Cleaners, Dyers
adding appeal. The selection would
Spurred by the recent Eddie Cantor offer of a $5,000 scholarship less than ten commandments we
town and a country house like his
and Laundry
have
profited
by
the
exclusion
of
the
should
run
the
risk
of
actual
and
gen
to the writer of the best letter “ How Can America Stay Out of W ar?”
own and equal educational and cul clarinets
several students at the university have conceived the idea that a sim eral wealth."
tural opportunity, but a comfortable
Luella Head and Joy Gerharz did
The
ilar letter or brief discussion be presented before the faculty by every Again, in the body of the book this cottage and education for his children more than ample justice to Rimsky
skillful author begins by disarming assured through perhaps the eighth
First National Bank
applicant for a university degree. The paper would necessarily have
Korsakov’s
Song
of
India.
Both
per
the reader. He discusses democracy grade. The Capitalist will not quietly
PROFESSIONAL
THE FIRST AND OLDE8 T
to meet the approval of the faculty.
formers displayed an excellent con
in its failure in communist and fascist aid in his own destruction.—P. F
NATIONAL BANK IN
ception of those portions of the com
Although the plan may be beyond the scope of standardized edu
DIRECTORY
MONTANA
position deserving of emphasis. Per
cation in the United States it certainly would not harm the cause of
“Life is Feudal,” said the dark-age fect unity is always delightful and
peace. Now, during the time of peace, not when war is actually
baron as he returned from a hard day the duet was genuinely harmonious.
of fighting.
threatening our security, is the time to encourage greater efforts to
Dr. Emerson Stone
Valensin’s Minuet, another familiar
melody with the lilt and swing sym
ward decreasing the possibility of conflict. If every person who grad
Osteopathic Physician
Individuality In
This column was copied the country
When the time for spring house phonic music should possess, gave the
uated this spring from colleges and universities throughout America over—until the editors of College
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
cleaning comes, It wouldn’t be such clarinets their first opportunity to
Phone 2321
was required to take the quest for peace as a personal mission it would Humor got sore.
a bad Idea to give Hitler’s government Justify their existence in the orches
One Snlt to Each Pattern
serve to strengthen a cause already advocated by college students.
a good Aryan.
tra. The strings were masterful in
— A t- :
Dr. A. G. Whaley
Military science has its established function in many universities THE TEN LEAST IMPORTANT
their handling. Moment Musical by
Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted
If you’ll drink to me only
STORIES OF THE YEAR
And although military training is based on the need for preparedness
Schubert was well played with the
H A R R Y ’S
With thine eyes,
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104
balance of the group most apparent.
as a prerequisite for maintaining peace, it seems that every university T. James Meyers elected president
TAILOR SHOP
My beer bills won’t hit
of the A. S. U. M.
The tympani and drums were deserv
needs some motive which would constructively encourage the presMissoula Hotel BnHdlng
Those
all
time
highs.
ing
of
praise.
2. Greeks pledge 260 unsuspecting
Dr. Georgia Costigan
ervation of life and property — not by inflicting the greatest harm on frosh.
CLEANING and PRESSING
Mozart was at his best in his
Phone 2568
Chiropodist
a theoretical enemy but by maintaining definite thoughts of peace in 3. John Sullivan endorses Coca LADIES' PURSE LOST—Containing Marche alia Turca and the orchestra
206 Wilma
Phi Sig, Sigma Nu and A T. 0. fra was not far from being so. The mar
terms of peace, not conflict.
Cola.
ternity pins. Valuable to owner for tial tempo gave the brass its first
Twenty Bear Paws tapped.
sentimental
reasons.
333
University
Twenty-four Spurs tapped.
opportunity to shine musically with
Inter fraternity — 1936 Style
Maryalys Marrs elected president avenue. Phone 3939..
the violins, cello and bass noteworthy.
See “CHUCK” GAUGHAN at the
Miss Mary Vaughan, flutist, and
Last Friday night the gold room was the scene of probably the of Pan-Hell.
It has been discovered at the Uni
most impressive Interfraternity ball in the history of the state univer 7. Maryalys Marrs threatens Shenk versity of Montana that most farmers .eonard Weissman, French horn,
8. Barb ticket appearing on A S
blended magnificently in a delightful
sity. Most of the glory and credit goes to the Student Union itself, U. M. ballot.
prefer their wives to be university rendition of Titl’s Serenade. Miss
because the large ball room, the lounges and the roof gardens gave 9. Bobcats send football team to graduates. It seems that they let the Vaughan’s mastery of difficult runs
We Sell, Rent, Trade and Repair All Makes
former co-eds walk through the fields and Mr. Weismann’s tonal quality
the affair an atmosphere which no other ball room in Missowla can Butte.
o f Typewriters
provide.
10. Tom Roe elected business man and shock the corn.—The Critograph, were particularly outstanding.
Lynchburg College, Va.
Higgins
Across from Smith Drug
Phone
Arditi’s Waltz II Bacio fully de
We can remember many an Interfratemity ball where the crowd ager of A. S. U. M.
served the encore demanded by the
was so dense we couldn’t dance. Interfratemity, until this year, was
THE TRAMP ABROAD
audience’s applause, the spirit of the
Our Own Request Hour
Jean Marie McConochie and Jean
^USp a ,rmxer to w^lc^ students wore formal clothes.
For Selassie: "Haile, Halle, the Rebecca Wilkins engaged In a snow stately dances of a bygone age being
Friday night the space was ample even for the great crowd, the
splendidly interpreted and translated
Gang’s Ail Here.”
music was excellent, acoustics fine, the entertainment at the intermis For Mussolini: “Duce Cigarettes in ball fight with Roy O’Brien Babich Into harmony. Marlon Wold, pianist,
and Frank Albce Shaw . . . Bill (Or- and the remainder of the orchestra
sion extraordinary. There were no decorations except the fraternities’ the Dark.”
ganlzer) Browning wearing his hat
LAST TIMES TODAY!
TODAY and WEDNESDAY!
the Republicans: “Lost in a during a rendition of "Up With Mon deserve all the superlatives anyone
emblems. 1he medley of.fraternity songs was particularly good. It
could muster for the finale.—H. G. S.
“ MAGNIFICENT
FINE FEATURES
is obvious to all who have attended an old Interfratemity formal — Fog."
tana” -. . . Vic Carl Hultlne explaining
For the French Cabinet: “I’ve Got the fine points of basketball at the
BACK BY REQUEST
OBSESSION”
and then went to the 1936 Interfratemity - that we couldn’t get
Feeling I’m Falling."
DR. L. R. BARNETT
JOAN CRAWFORD in
along without our Student Union. How we ever did get along is an For Oblivion: "The Music Goes game . . . a Phi Sig pin on a certain
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
Alpha Phi . . , Nick M, A, Mariana
DR. D. R. BARNETT
inexplicable marvel.
“ I Live My Life”
Round and Round."
“ THE LAST DAYS OF
using a ladies bowling ball in Inter-

T h e Montana Kaimin

'Buy Barristers,” Is Slogan;
Lawyers Turn Salesm en

Society

t

THE OPEN SHELF

ROBBIE’S

ARounder and About

SUITS

Typewriter Supply Co.

312

5732

NEW WILMA

RIALTO

2

fraternity competition . . . Tom (Chief
Push) Brlerley rushing arrangements
'or the Bunyan Brawl . . . Robert
Parker Lathrop defying snow in white
shoes . , . Gaylord Whitney Barnhill
haunting the Missoula Club . . . Car
Harry Hopkins declares the relief program will be met better this A city-wide poll of Helena showed olyn Dixie Kennedy causing a dis
winter than ever before For whom, Harry, the party or the unem that during the recent earthquakes turbance in front of Main hall . . .
the most popular brand was “Old Alpha Phis engaging a housebreaker
ployed?—Chicago Daily News.
Quaker."
their mascot.

Hell is full of professional reformers," declared a minister. We
regret to hear this. We had been hoping there was room for more.—
Washington rost.

Lives of great men all remind us
We are all a different kind,
And departing leave behind us
Footprints a G-Man couldn’t find.

Barnett Optical
Company

POMPEII”
A Magnificent Production
With PRESTON FOSTER

CHESTER MORRIS in
“ Society Doctor”

STARTING THURSDAY!
EYESIGHT SPECIALISTS
ANY OPTICAL REPAIR
129 EAST BROADWAY
Missoula, Montana

COMING FRIDAY!

“ ROSE of the RANCHO”
With GLADYS SWARTHOUT
and JOHN BOLES

FRANK BUCK
Brings Another Startling FI1
Front the Jungle—

“ Fang and Claw”

Tu«*day, January 21. 1936

THE M O N T A N A

Dillon Normal Loses
T o Grizzlies in Close,

Phi Delts,S. A. E.
A. T. 0 . Win First
Round in Bowling

Page Three

KA1MIN

the finals in the debate contest Fri

Sporty Vents

Rowe Will Send day night.
The Interscholastic committee can
promise or guarantee to pay the
Meet Invitations not
expenses Incurred by the school rep
resentatives but earnings and receipts
the costs will be pro-rated to
To 193 Schools above
the schools sending contestants.

The defeat of the Dillon Bulldogs Iticipants except last year’s champions
was a very gratifying sight to those are required to fight elimination
:d Sell moll, Leroy Seymour, Milton
of us who have seen the teachers win bouts that lead to the final settos.
Popovich Take Individual
in the past. It was also gratifying to These elimination bouts are free to
Honors on Saturday
notice the improvement of the team the public and are generally attended
Group Prepares Bulletin
GRADUATE APPOINTED
over its performances In early by as many students as can squeeze
University Squad Beats College 37-34; Scoring Spree Led Phi Delta Theta swept its three- season games. The normal school into the boxing room.
Containing Information
game match with Sigma Chi and Sig
Anna Larson, ’32, has received an
o—O—o
has a veteran team that is not lacking
By Blastic and Thomson in Last Few Minutes;
ma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha Tau
appointment to the Library of Con
Concerning Event
Football season may be all washed
in height or experience. The team has
Omega won two out of three from
gress, Washington, D. C. She has Just
Ineligibles Trounce Frosh Players 40-15
been playing together for a long time up until next fall, even for the proSigma Nu and Phi Sigma Kappa in
completed
a year of graduate study at
One hundred ninety-three accred
and it will be quite a while before fessional grid teams, but Doug Fes
the opening round of the Interfra
the University of Michigan.
Pulling from behind with seconds to play, Montana Grizzlies de ternity bowling league Saturday after another team as good will come from senden is keeping 44 Grizzly football ited high schools of Montana will re
ers busy each afternoon In the gym ceive invitations to the thirty-third
the teachers’ college.
feated Montana Normal college of Dillon by a score of 37 to 34 at the noon.
these days. Fundamentals are being annual Interscholastic track and field
o—O—o
University gym last Saturday. Montana was ahead at the half by one The third game of the Phi Deltparticularly stressed and new squad meet at the university May 13-15, ac
“ Prosperize”
point, but Dillon Normal had the lead during most of the game. A Sigma Chi match, which the Phi Delta Especially gratifying was the in members are being familiarized with cording to an announcement made
It’s Better Dry Cleaning
scoring spree led by Hank Elastic, j---------------------------------- — ------------- won by a narrow seven-pin margin, spired play of Hank Blastic who has the system Doug Intends using next Monday by Dr. J. P. Rowe, chairman
contributed the spark that has carried
will probably be replayed.
only veteran In the lineup, and Cat
Florence Laundry Co.
season. Once the weather permits of the spring meet committee.
INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
High individual honors for the the team over in the last three games.
Thomson, Grizzly flash, put the Griz
Dial 2302
workouts will be held outdoors. NO Plans for the 1936 meet were out
series went to Eddie Schmoll of Sig Playing with sophomores, Blastic has
zlies ahead. With five minutes to play
physical contact scrimmage will be lined at a meeting of the committee
ma Nu, who rolled 191, 211 and 209 given the team a balance that should
Interfraternity Basketball
Dillon Normal led by six points, but
undertaken until the squad goes out Friday afternoon.
Tuesday, January 21 — Sigma for a 611 score. Leroy Seymour of carry them through the rest of their doors.
in the closing seconds the Grizzlies
Bulletins containing all the rules,
gained the advantage. Blastic was Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma Nu, 7:30 the Phi Delt team shot second high Montana games with the possible ex
o—O—o
information and necessary qualifica
under the basket ready for a set-up o’clock; Alpha Tau Omega vs. Phi for the three games with 697 and was ception of the two games with the The majority of the prospective
tions
of Ahe schools and the contest
Bobcats.
one
pin
behind
Milton
Popovich’s
high
Sigma Kappa, 8:30 o’clock.
just before the gun.
footballers for the 1936 eleven are ants entering the meet will be pre
Shirt*
Suits
o—O—o
Wednesday, January 22 — Phi game, of 229.
In the first half, the score was tied
Oxfords
Topcoats
now working out under Coach Fessen pared and will be available for dis
The Phi Delt team shot the high
Our good friends over the divide den with a few having class conflicts
four times and the lead changed eight Delta Theta vs. Delta Sigma Lamb
tribution by March 15.
C. R. DRAGSTEDT CO.
times. The two Normal guards, Bi-| da, 7:30 o’clock; Sigma Chi vs. single game of 882 and the high team have a bad habit of beating us in which prevent them from participat According to the tentatively ar
score for the series with 2521.
Men’s Wear
Opp. N. P. Depot
basketball. Two years ago the Griz ing. Those now listed on the winter
lant and Rouse, did exceptional work, j Sigma Phi Epsilon, 8:30 o’clock.
ranged
schedule
and
program,
Wed
Sigma
Chi—
zlies won the state championship, but football squad are:
Thursday, January 23—Sigma
both on offense and defense. Blastic
nesday, May 13, will be devoted to
1st
2nd
3rd
Ttl.
since
then
the
Bobcats
have
been
and Miller did best for Montana, Alpha Epsilon vs. Alpha Tau
Captain R. Babich, L. Noyes, T. track and field preliminaries which
173 164 448 supreme with every indication that
Blastic leading the Montana scoring Omega, 7 o’clock; Independents vs. Munson ........ ......I l l
Ogle, W. Brown, and M. Popovich will be followed by the Little Theater
Blastic .......... ...... 161 214 164 639 they will continue to be so this year.
with 14 points. McGinley and Rouse | Sigma Nu, 7:40 o’clock.
OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
from Butte; A. Forte, T. Gedgoud, J. | tournament finals in the evening.
131 They have won two and lost two in
RECOMMENDATION
Interfraternity basketball games Grattan ........ ...... 131
of the Normal School tied with 12.
150 132 232 conference games this season and Golden, G. Lundberg, R. Lundberg, W. Athletics and other field events will
Grizzlies scored 13 of 63 tries, Dillon originally scheduled for Thursday Rightmeyer ..
Matasovic
and
F.
Smith,
Chicago;
ne
featured*
Thursday
afternoon,
Hartsell
.......
...... 135
135 only have to sweep their coming
evening have been changed to an
Metropole Barber Shop
14 of 50.
from Missoula come N. Bonawitz, C. IFinals in the declamation contest are
Murphy ........
131
131 series with Utah to put them out in
Basement B & H Jewelry Store
The Grizzly band made its first ap earlier hour to allow players to at
Nybo, C. Peak and J. Pomajevieh; Bil- scheduled for Thursday night On
198 198 front.
pearance of the year and with the aid tend the community concert pro Ross ......... .
lings contributes D. Johnston and W. Friday, May 15, all the visiting teams,
Roe ............... ....... 133 132 143 408
o—O—o
of cheer leaders the songs and yells gram.
Erickson; Miles City sends R. Janes, contestants and school representa— ------ —
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon-Alpha
Plans are being drawn for the
added to the excitement of the close
Totals ....... ...... 671 800 801 2272 coming M club tournament which will J. Mariana, E. Morris and J. Shields; | tires will be entertained at a general
game. Dillon showed effective offense, Tau Omega game will be played
K. Hlnderman and G. Monegan from meeting. Prizes will be awarded after
Phi
Delta
Theta—
probably be held the first week In Whitefish; hailing from Forsyth are
but was slow on defense. At times the at 7 o’clock and the IndependentExpert
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl. March. This tournament is annually
Grizzly zone defense made It impos Sigma Nu game will be played at
T. Rolston and N. Storz; P. Connolly
Seymour ...... ...... 187 228 182 697 one of the outstanding events of the
R ed eem in g o f
sible for the Normal school to get the 7:40 o’clock.
and F. Jenkins from Anaconda. Others
Lathrop ........ ...... 166 158 149 473 winter quarter and this year it promSchramm-Hebard Meat Co.
ball anywhere near the free throw
are D. Farnum, Harlowton; B. Cos
L O S T SOLES
Schwanke ..... ...... 166 150 139 445 ises to he best of them all.
Interfratem ity Bowling
lane.
grove, California; B. Ghlrado, Colum FRESH and SALT MEATS, FISH,
POULTRY and OYSTERS
o—O—o
Saturday, January 25, all teams, Wlgal ............ ......152 153 162 467
Receiving the ball from the tip off,
bus; A. Gustafson, Sonnette; A. Jacob
Ennis
............
......
170
193
176
539
Rouse threw a spectacular shot 1:30 o’clock.
The tournament is open to any one son, Somers; A. McDonald, Nlarada;
Glover made a free throw. Wetzel
in school. It is not confined to those D. Peterson, Kallspell; D. Smart, 417 North Higgins Ave. Phone 8191
T ltd
counted from the foul line. Glover
■ “ " who are taking boxing for their phys- Harlowton, and W. Smith, Waukesha,
tipped a rebound in and another re
leal education requirement. All par- Wisconsin.
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
bound from McGinley gave Crooker a
Johnston ....... ......175 150 173 498
set-up. Miller and Blastic dribbled In
HOW IS YOUR COAL PILE!
pus confidence, such a statement
...... 93 164 126 383
for two good shots. Brown’s free
should contain the business office in MISSOULA COAL & TRANSFER
Com m unications
Lundburg ..... ...... 96 110 n o 316
throw gave Montana the lead.
come
and
application
of
this
income.
Cook _______ ......149 209 156 514
COMPANY
McGinley sank two sleepers. Miller
We wish to commend the junior law
Schmoll ........ ......191 211 209 611 Editor, Montana Kaimln:
COAL and WOOD
dribbled in for a one-handed shot and
■
’r . , - - ___ ___ __ J
Since the last payment of fees, class for awakening student.thought
another set-up for McGinley followed.
Phone 3662
Totals ...... .1 ... 704 844 774 2322 “beefs” have been so frequent and two months ago.
Glover, reaching high on the back- Records and Accounts Are
Incidentally,
widespread among the students conSigma Alpha Epsilon
board, guided one through. Brown,
SLUGS
FROM
THE
SHACK.
Trnasferred From Old
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl. cernlng the much-talked-of $10 lnclThose shoes you’ve thrown
Blastic and McGinley sank free
Hartwig ....... ...... 210 143 138 491 dental fee, we feel called upon to proInto discard can be revived
Main Hall Office
throws. By fast and accurate passing
and made like new again.
Gale ....:____ ...... 168 165 187 520 tect the Integrity of our business ofA
Complete
(Editor’s
Note:
The
desired
finan
McGinley was given a set-up, then
Bring them in for repair*
Blewett ........ ...... 124 126 192 442 flee. Students in all departments of cial statement will be supplied in the
Records
of
the
student
and
auxil
Banking Service
Rouse another one.
today.
the
university
are
questioning
the
Wynn ............ ...... 154 172 156 483
near future.)
Rouse and Miller made free throws. iary accounts hare been moved from
Hazelbaker .. ...... 170 170 194 534 manifold benefits derived! Evidently
Ladies’
M en’s
WE SOLICIT YOUR BUSINESS
Miller hit the hoop from the hole. Main hall to the Student Union build
■ _____
I--- __ _ this large majority of students has
RADIO CLAIMS GRAD
Blastic hit again. Rouse sank the ing where they will be kept In the
Half Soles Half Soles
Totals ....... .._... 826 777 867 2470 failed to consult the catalogue — (“to
last one in the first half for Dillon. A. S. U. M. office. Funds for these
The Western Montana
cover: (1) laboratory supplies, (2)
Alpha Tau Omega—
Two free throws, made good by organizations will be turned In at this
Henry Larson, '32, has severed* his
$1.00 up 75c up
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl. library book rentals, (3) locker fees
National Bank
Blastic, put Montana ahead 19 to 18 office In the future, instead of the
Daigle ........... ......135 163 130 428 and gymnasium towel service, (4) connections with the Larson Dude
Missoula,
Montana
business office In Main hall. Dis
as the half ended.
ranch In Wyoming and is now em
Popovich ....... ...... 162 155 229 536 etc.”).
YOUNGREN
Glover slipped in a closeup. Bllant bursements will be made from the
ployed as a radio producer in New
Affiliated with
S. Hoar ........ ...... 91 139 115 345 Granted that:
counted from the side. McGinley and business office in Main hall, except in
SHOE SH OP
First Bank Stock Corporation
(1) Students in three schools pay York City.
Holbrook ...... ...... 62 107 87 256
Wetzel made free throws good to put cases of emergency.
D. Geil .......... ......177 206 200 683 an additional $5 laboratory fee per
Students will pay their A. S. U. M.
Dillon ahead. Blastic counted on a
quarter;
___ __ _ 4— _
quick shot. Rouse swished the cords activity fees with the rest of their uni
(2) Students In three of the Omni- YES—
Totals ___ ...... 617 770 761 2148
from mid-floor. McGinley snagged a versity fees next quarter, at the busi
bus courses pay $1.50 per quarter for
Phi Sigma Kappa—
IT’S YOUR APPEARANCE
high pass that looked like a shot and ness office in Main hall. Subsequent
the
use of library books, also students
THAT COUNTS THE MOST
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
made it good. Rouse and Miller, con to payment of fees, activity tickets
N. Mariana .... ....... 118 145 144 407 in the*school of education pay $1-$1.50
nected free throws, then Rouse will be Issued at the A. S. U. M. office.
Fashion Club Cleaners
J. Mariana .... ......160 204 203 567 for book rentals per course;
Kirk Badgley, assistant business
slipped under the hoop for another
Phone 2661
(3) Juniors and seniors as a whole
Dummy ........ ...... 140 140 140 420
set-up. Bllant fouled Glover, who manager, announced yesterday that
Shields ........ ...... 83 106 120 301 do not use the locker and towel servhe will transact business in regard to
made one of two.
Martin .......... ...... 149 127 148 424 Ice;
Wetzel connected a fast running the management of the Union build
___ ___ ___ __
(4) But etc. must be a terrific exshot and followed It with a long shot ing and athletics at his office in the
A TYPEWRITER
Totals ....... ...... 660 722 755 2127 pense. (Unfortunately, our research
from the tip off. Blastic, Rouse and Union building. He will divide his
In welcoming the teams, Bill Mor at the present time hasn’t uncovered
Miller each made a free throw. Thom time between his office in Main hall, rison, manager of the Idle Hour al the true meaning of etc.).
at home saves time and
son started the scoring spree with a where he will take care of business leys, announced that he had paid the
In view of these indisputable facts,
helps grades— call
long, low basket. Blastic hit from the pertaining to his position as assistant initiation fees of the entrants in the any student should realize the ad
side to put Montana in the lead. Dil business manager, and his new office. American Bowling congress. Mon vantages obtained from the incidental
-all that g o o d b e e r should b e
LISTER
The union building administrative
lon took time out with 45 seconds to
tana’s league Is the only organized fee. But the weight of student opinion
play. As the gun sounded Blastic staff will have desks In the general university bowling league in the prompts us to add our support to the
Typewriter Service
missed a set-up.
office.
suggestion advanced by the junior
“Underwood Agency”
country.
In a preliminary game the univer
law class for publication of a finan
for
student
rental rates
sity Ineligibles defeated the frosh by
tenant Fetterman and a party of 81 cial statement from the business of
NO. 12 HAMMOND ARCADE
a score of 40 to 15. Fast breaking Dramatics Club
men were decoyed into a ravine and fice. In order to stem the tide of stu
Phone
2457
and accurate shooting accounted for
massacred by a great force of hostile dent dissatisfaction and restore cam
To Present Four
the Ineligibles’ score.
Sioux Indians under Chief Red Cloud.
Lineup and Summary
Plays This Week The object of the sketch, according
Montana (37)
F G F T P F P ts.
to the author, is to reveal without!
Blastic, If ............ ......... 5 4 0 14 One-Acts by Pertwee, Wilder, Sakl exaggeration or distortion the inher
Brown, rf ............ ........ 0 2 2 2
ent drama of the situation. The names
And Masters to Be Given
Glover, c ............. ........ 3
2 3 8
used are those of the actual partlcl-1
At Union Building
Miller, lg ............ ........ 4 3 3 11
pants, and their characters are por
Chumrau, rg ...... ..........0 0 3 0 Masquers will present four one-act trayed with careful regard for ac
Thomson, If ........ ........ 1
0 0 2 plays at the'Student Union theater curacy. The play dramatizes one
i'm pa r t ic u l a r
STUDENT ( ®
Dillon (34)
F G F T P F P ts. Friday night, January 24. The plays great episode in the history of Mon
ABOUT PIPE
POU NDS ON
Wetzel, If .......................2
TO B A C C O -----to be given are: “Evening Dress In tana.
TABLE AND
McGinley, r f ....H ____5
Students
will
be'
admitted
to
the
SM OKE ONLY
dispensable,” by Roland Pertwee;
SPILLS WATER.
Crooker, c .......................1
P.A. IT'S MILDER
"The Long Christmas Dinner," by plays on presentation of their A. S.
BEAVER ®
Bllant, l g ......................... 1
AND YET HAS
Thornton Wilder;
“The Baker’s U. M. tickets at the door. There are
THINKS THERE
Rouse, rg ....................... 5
M O RE
Dozen,” by Sakl, and “The Bozeman | no reserved seats. Admission prices
for others will be 40 cents for adults
Kruzic, lg .......................0 0 1
IS A FLOOD
FLAVOR
Trail," by Helen Geneva Masters.
Officials—D.H. Beary, Anaconda;
AND ONAWS
"The Long Christmas Dinner,” feat and 25 cents for children.
C. S. Porter, Missoula. Missed free ure playlet of the evening, represents
ON HAT RACK
throws—Blastic, Brown, Miller 2, Mc in accelerated motion 90 Christ
TO GET WOOD
Ginley 2, Crooker 3, Rouse 2.
mas dinners in the Bayard household.
FOR D A M .
Ineligibles Defeat Cubs
As the characters grow old they put
HAT RACK
UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS
15c
on
white
wigs,
and
the
dead
are
car
Cubs (15)
FG F T P F P ts.
FALLS CAUSING
ried out the Portal of Death on one
Lazetieh, I f ......
FALSE TEETH
side of the stage. New born of the
Hills, rt i.........
LAST TMES TODAY!
TO BITE
family are wheeled in the Portal of
Magee, c ..........
STRING IN T W O “ BECKY SHARP”
Birth on the other side of the stage,
Peterson, lg .....
0
0
RELEASING
soon become full grown and die in
Monegan, r g ...................1
All in Technicolor!
Hoar, rf
ARROW ©
.
1 0 1
their turn.
Another unusual play to be proWilliams, lg ...........
0 1 0
WHICH
PULLS
WED.-THURS.-Jan 22-23
Patterson, rg .....
.... 0 0 0 0 1seated Friday night is “The Bozeman
CORK FROM
“ Death Flies East”
I Oeder, l g .....
0 .Trail,” a Montana historical sketch
0
0
BOTTLE OF
— and —
Boetcher, rf .......
0
0 2 by Helen Geneva Masters of Omaha,
ETHER ( § ) .
F G F T P F P ts. Nebraska. The play won the MasIneligibles (40)
“ Strange Wives”
OPPONENT
3 1 0
7 quers’ national one-act play contest
J. Mariana, I f ..................3
IMMEDIATELY
Smith, r f ......................... 8 3 : 2 19 conducted in Frontier and Midland
EVERY WEDNESDAY—9 P. M.
GOES TO SLEEP
6 last year. The scene Is Fort Phil
Parsons, c ..................... 3 0
“ Treasure Chest”
2 1Kearney on the Bozeman trail on the
Robinson, lg ....____ .... 1
THUS LOSING
6 1afternoon of December 21, 1866. This
Tobin, rg r__ _________ 2
DEBATE
I was the fateful day on which LieuReferee—Nick Mariana.

Fast Game Saturday!'

January Sale

Student Union
O fficials Get
New Quarters

_

_

EASY WAY TO WIN A DEBATE

COMMUNITY

Tuesday, January 21, 1936
which provides that bonds amounting

to between $3,000 and $5,000 will be
[Money Grants
redeemed annually.
CONSTRUCTION FUND
Students in the future will use the
From Federal equipment
which is now in the StuStatement Showing Source of and Expenditures from Funds Used In
Scheffer, Missoula, music; Charles W.
Construction of Federal Project No. 1835
Ident Union building, as it will take 30
Schrock, Missoula, pharmacy; Eliza
years
to
redeem
outstanding
Agency Listed bonds, accordingallto ofthetheprovisions
Mis
beth Rosalie Schubert, Great Falls, Funds borrowed from Federal Government (4 per cent bonds)...... $240,000.00
in

Degrees Applicants Total 199, Secretary
Says; Business School Leads with 34

r

Student Union Building and Auditorium

(Continued from Page One)
law: Leighton Ford Downing,
Federal cash grant ........... .-........- ........................................................... 60,000.00
soula, business administration; Wil
Latin; Frederick Webster Searles,
fred W. Dresskell, Rosalia, Washing
Missoula, economics and sociology.
Total to be accounted for.................................................................$300,000.00
ton, forestry; -Robert Wallis Duncan,
Shenk to Wltkankas
EXPENDITURES
Helena, pharmacy; Dorothy Marlon
John Wallace Shenk, Erie, Pennsyl Various publications, advertsiing for contract bids...... $
137.40
Kastman, Missoula, music; Anne Cam
vania, journalism; Theodore Harvey John E. Hightower, Contract A-general construction.... 200,999.67
eron Eckford, Choteau, business ad
Shoemaker, Missoula, mathematics, Northern Plumbing & Heating Co., Contract B—plumb
ministration; Dorothea Marie Eder,
ing and fixtures ......................................... .— ..... -...... 26,526.63
Spanish; Hazel Victoria Smith, Bain- Western Montand Electric Co., Contract C—electrical
Hardin, home economics; Lehman
ville, journalism; Phil S. Smith, Jo
wiring .......................... ..................................................
6,153.36
Boyd Fox, Missoula, chemistry; James
liet, biology; Kenneth Ansel Spauld Walford Electric Co., Contract D—electrical fixtures,
P. Freeburg, Portland, Oregon, geol
ing, Missoula, English; Eleanor Owen installed ......... ................_................................ -.......... 7,268.00
ogy; Lois Blanche George, Missoula,
M. Lucy & Sons, Contract E—furnishings (main
Speaker, Livingston, English; Rose John
items, linoleum, rugs, drapes, davenports, radios,
home economics; Wilbur Gladstone
bud E. Spetz, Whitehall, English;
safe) ............................... ....................................... :....—
8,038.86
Gilbert, Jr., Dillon, economics and
Fern Elizabeth Spicher, Missoula, Daniels & Fisher Stores, Denver, Contract F—furnish
sociology and business administra
ings (main items, auditorium isle carpet and Vene
Latin, English; Mildred Beatrice
tion; Rosemary Gillie, Butte, English;
tian blinds) ..........................................- ........................ 3,743.75
Spoklie, Westby, home economics;
Northern School Supply Co., Great Falls, Contract G—
William H. Glltner, Billings, journal
Harold Gustave Stearns, Deer Lodge,
furnishings (major items, auditorium seats, stage
ism; Wood W. Goble, St. Ignatius,
journalism; Paul Blrken Stelnman,
curtains and drapes) .................................................... 14,746.00
pharmacy.
Missoula, Spanish; Stewart Eugene Western Sound Service Co., Seattle, Contract H—sound
Rosalba Mon Gore, Rapid City,
equipment. (Note—Additional sound equipment was
Sterling, Three Forks, business ad
also purchased from this company costing $350.00
South Dakota, English; Emy Graf.
ministration; Raymond F. Stevens,
from operating funds) ..........................................-...... 1,465.00
Bozeman, English; Roger Joseph
Forsyth, business administration; Modern Utilities Co., Helena, Contract I—furnishings..
276.18
Grattan, Minneapolis, journalism;
Terrill Dryden Stevens, Missoula, for Missoula Mercantile Co., Contract J—furnishings
Dorothy Griffin, Billings, journalism;
(major items, shelves in book store, fountain stools
estry; Gladys H. Swanson, Glendive,
Lyle 0. Griffin, Inverness, fine arts;
and chairs) ...............................- ................................... 2,644.17
home economics.
John W. Graham & Co., Spokane, Contract K—fur
Margaret Jane Guthrie, Choteau, jour
Mildred Margaret Swanson, Mis- j nishings (major item, ballroom chairs)..................... 3,284.83
nalism; Leonard Elwln Hall, Stevens3,081.00
soula, fine arts; Leonard T. Tange, Orvis Music Co., Contract L—grand piano, organ........
ville, economics and sociology; Helen
Missoula, business administration; Dreibelbis Music Co., Butte, Contract M—three pianos
M. Halloran, Anaconda, music; Jos
and orchestra stands) .................................................
942.75
Leland B. Taylor, Jr., Troy, journal F. A. Ripley & Co., Spokane, Contract N—showcases
eph Merlin Halterman, Missoula, biol
ism; Gertrude Ethel Thalmueller, ' and fountain ........................— .......................... .......... 4,191.84
ogy; Mary Elizabeth Hammett, Bil
Butte, English; Katherine Anne B. F. Shearer Co., Seattle, Contract O—stage lighting
lings, library economy; Edith May
equipment ......... ................................... -..... -.................
556.60
Thayer, Helena, journhllsm; David
Hankins, Judith Gap, history; Mary
John Thomas, Butte, economics and C. J. Forbls, architect—
4 per cent architect's fee..—...........................$9,322.03
Frances Harden, Whitehall, history;
sociology; Royal J. Turley, Broadus,
2 per cent supervision of construction.......... 4,661.01
Clifford Leonard Haugland, Bozeman,
betany; Leo Charles Valiton, Seattle,
music; Barbara Jean Hays, Coffey13,983.04
economics and sociology; Richard M.
ville, Kansas, journalism.
Varney, Missoula, forestry; James W. Various expenses in connection with bonds: legal
fees, printing, transportation, etc..........— .........- ...... 1,042.61
Hazelbaker to Maklnen
Vicars, Livingston, pharmacy; Basil Miller Insurance Co., insurance during construction....
365.97
Howard K. Hazelbaker, Missoula, Andrew Vlasoff, Missoula, French; Surveying and stenographic expense......... ....................
141.50
journalism; James A. Hennings, Arbutus J. Weamer, Reed Point, his
$299,467.86
Evanston, Illinois, forestry; Rex F. tory; John H. Weaver, Lewistown,
Henningsen, Butte, law; Mary Ellen business administration, psychology;
Unused part of fund that will be used to apply on retirement of
Hill, Big Sandy, business administra Audrey May Wessinger, Arlee, Eng bonds ...................................— ....................... - ...................................
$532.14
tion; Lilian Ruth Hopkins, Missoula, lish; George Dunan Scott ( Westler),
biology; Lloyd Norman Hovee, Inver Great Falls, biology; Mary Hicks soula, law; Helen Frances Wilson, Helena, English; Laurence Edgerton
ness, business-administration; Maxine Whitney, Missoula, history; Thomas Great Falls, English; Irene A. Wlt- Yule, Great Falls, law; Mary Eliza
Muriel Janes, Culbertson, business ad C. Wigal, Missoula, journalism; Mary kauckas, Ryegate, business adminis beth Zebntner, Missoula, history,
ministration; Helen Margaret John Elizabeth - Wilcox, Sweetgrass, Eng tration; Marian Frances Wold, Mis Latin; Robert L. Zeidler, Plenty wood,
son, Melville, history; Pearl Victoria lish; Fremant William Wilson, Mis- soula, music; Edward Carlisle Word, business administration.
Johnson, Harlowton, English; Char
lotte Ruth Johnston, Paradise, Span
ish; Margaret Ella Johnston, Mis
soula, Spanish; Francis Marion Jones,
Cut Bank, pharmacy; Thomas John
Judge, Great Falls, economics and
sociology.
Winifred Alice Keyes, Missoula,
pharmacy; Orvo Allen Kinonen, Milltown, business administration; Letitia
Klelnhans, Somers, education; Stan
ley H. Koch, Missoula, journalism;
Harold C. Kohlhase, Missoula, phar
macy; Mary Louise Kohn, Missoula, I
business administration; Laurence L.
Labbitt, Hardin, chemistry; Robert!
Jones Lacklen, Corvallis, Oregon, psy
chology; Lloyd Joseph LaFond,
Boden, education; M. Lorraine Lewis,;
Brady, business administration; Lu
cille V. Lindgren, Brockway, music;
Thaddeus Leon Lockridge, Whitewish,
pre-medics; Franklin Sisson Longan,
Lincoln, Illinois, law; Margaret F . !
Lundeen, Poplar, business administra
tion; Frank Albert McArthur, Hono-I
■ lulu, pharmacy; Clyde McCall, White
hall, business administration; John B.
McClernan, Jr., Butte, law; Edward j
James McCormick, Hysham, biology;
Marian Catharine Mack, Havre,
economics and sociology; Melvin Ed
ward Magnuson, Helena, law; Viana!
Makinen, West Duluth, Minn., educa- j
tlon.
Manning to Searles
•
Philip Sidney Manning, Lewjstown,
business administration; Mrs. Bessie I
Young Marble, Poison, education; I
Josephine Marsh, Poison, economics;
and sociology; Edith Matheson, Bil- j
lings, business administration; Ethel
L. Matson, Saco, history; Joe Edward
Mayo. Butte, law; Peter George Me-!
loy, Townsend, law; Ethel Alice!
Mertz, Missoula, home economics; Lee !
Metcalf, Stevensville, law; Rose Marie
Milkovlch, Anaconda, mathematics; I
Mott Miller, Laurel, law; Mrs. Rosei
Kellogg Miller, Missoula, fine arts; I
Stanley Miller, Missoula, forestry; |
Dorothy Marie Morrison, Troy, phar- j
macy; Frederick Driscoll • Moulton, I
Billings, law; Albin A. Multz, East!
Helena, business administration; Ed
win Edward Multz, East Helena, law; j
William D. Murray, Butte, law; Rob
ert M. Myers, Missoula, forestry; Mor- j
ris Tilford Newgard, Kalispell, busi-j
ness administration; Rosemary E. j
O’Brien, Butte, biology; Randolph H.
Ogg, Missoula, mathematics, physics;
Richard Armstrong Ormsbee, Helena,
biology; Leah Orvls, Glasgow, jour
nalism; Elizabeth Parker, Bozeman,
journalism; Alice Newbury Pering, I
Mill Iron, pharmacy.
Edith Peterson, Fort Peck, psychol
ogy ; Elizabeth Ann Polleys, Missoula,
English; John I. Previs, Thompson
Falls, physical education; Charles
Lowell Purdy. Havre, business admin
istration; Paul Kenneth Reddick, Kal
ispell, business administration; Wll-I
bur Reed, Missoula, fine arts; Robert
Willis Rickert, Butte, economics and
sociology; Philip M. Roberts, Helena,
law; Earl Arthur Roe, Billings, edu
cation; Thomas George Roe, Ana
conda, chemistry; George F. Roskie,
Billings, forestry; Robert A. Ruehr-I
wein, Missoula, chemistry, pre-med
ics; Marion H. Rusk, Missoula, fine i
a rts ; Halite V. Russell Falrvlew, biol
ogy ; Mlnter Robert Rutherford, Jr.,
Missoula, history; Alice Yvonne

Borrowed Funds for Union
; Building Are $240,000;
Grants Reduce Debt
(Editor’s Note: This is the sec
ond of a series of articles being
presented on the financial aspects
of the Student Union building.)
Funds borrowed from the federal
government to finance the construc
tion of the Student Union building in
1935 amounted to $240,000. A cash
grant of $60,000 was received from
the government, in several install
ments, bringing the total amount of
money to be accounted for up to
$300,000. Besides this grant of $60,000
there will probably be an additional
grant of a full 30 per cent of con
struction costs. This sum, $26,647.39,
would not be in the form of a cash
grant, but rather as cancelled bonds
and accrued interest, thereby reduc
ing the required interest payments.
The maximum amount of interest
Is 4 per cent of $240,000 or $9,600 a
year. Incorporated in the contract
with the government is an agreement

the government contract. This fact
is called to the attention of the stu
dents who are attending the univer
sity now so that they will be careful
of the manner In which they use the
building and its furnishings.

CLASSIFIED AD
LOST—Dark overcoat a t Mixer Sat
urday night, taken by mistake;
want to exchange. >Phone 4583.
t
We Do Your

D R Y CLEANING
to Please You

Missoula Laundry Co.

Volley-ball is played every Thurs
day evening between 7 and 9 o’clock.
If you are interested, call Dr. E. M.
Little, 5713, for further information.
M club meets at 4:30 today.
Silent Sentinel meets at 7:15 tonight.

Typewriters
save time!
ROYAL PORTABLE

$49.50
UNDERWOOD NOISELESS
PORTABLE

$67.50

Office Supply Co.

A T IP ...
To the Social Chairmen of Fraternity and
Sorority Houses:
Tea Cakes, Party Cakes and all kinds of Pastry done
up with your crests, Greek letters and various color
combinations. You can bet your affair—whether it is
formal, or informal—will be a success.

BARKER BAKERY, Inc.

HER $$ H AVE A
2-WAY S T R E T C H
. . . she sp en ds 'em w isely
at Penney's— that’s w h y
"h o w 'bout a d a te ?" is a
q u ery d ie la d s oft put to
her! Dress nifty . . . b e
thrifty. S hop here for
frocks, undies, hats a n d
h ose I L o w -p r ice d , but
smart-as-smartl

• It pays to shop at

m m

